has recently studied the following mapping [1]. In projective 4 -space P^ two planes t^ and r^ are given, intersecting at the point T. A projecting plane 9 is defined as a plane through T intersecting both r^ and z^ in a straight line. It is shown that through a point A of P^ passes, in general, one projecting plane 9(A). A projection plane ir is introduced, not passing through T, and intersecting r1 at T^' (i=1,2).
1_. J.Bohdanowicz-Grochowska has recently studied the following mapping [1] . In projective 4 -space P^ two planes t^ and r^ are given, intersecting at the point T. A projecting plane 9 is defined as a plane through T intersecting both r^ and z^ in a straight line. It is shown that through a point A of P^ passes, in general, one projecting plane 9(A). A projection plane ir is introduced, not passing through T, and intersecting r1 at T^' (i=1,2).
The projection A' of A onto ir is defined as the intersection of 9(A) and jr. Several properties of the mapping MjP^-» jt with M( A) = A', are derived, the most important being that M is quadratic: a line 1 in P^ corresponds to a conic 1;' in jt passing through T^ and T2. The method is purely synthetic. In this note we discuss M by analytical means; the properties obtained by J.Bohdanowicz-Grochowska are verified and some further theorems are added.
2_. We introduce in P^ homogeneous projective point coordinates (i=1,2,3,4,5). Let r1 and x^ be given by the equations = x2 = 0 and x^ = x^ = 0 respectively, and jt by x 2 -x^ = x^ = 0. Then T = (0,0,0,0,1), T1 = = (0,0,1,0,0), T2 = (1,0,0,0,0). The t'wo-dimensional set of projecting planes {9J is represented by -1023 - representing in general a projecting plane (2.1); the points T^ and Tg howevers correspond to all points of the 3 -spaces y^ = 0 and y 2 -0 respectively. Points on the line T^2, different from T 1 and T 2 do not correspond to non-singular points. If A is a point of JT we have y 2 = y^, hence A' = (y.,y 2 ,y!,y 2 y.j)} A' coincides with A if A is not on the line _3» A line 1 of P^ can be given by y^ = a^A + (i=1,2,3,4,5 ). Substitution into (2.3) shows that Y^ (i=1,2,3) are quadratic functions of a , representing a conic. In general 1 has one point in common with the 3 -spaces y^ = 0 and y 2 = 0. Hence 1 is mapped on a conic l' passing through T. and T 0 . We have special cases if 1 A 6 intersects r^, i" 2 or TT.|T 2 . In P there are 00 lines; ot>3 conies pass through T^ and T 2 . This implies that there is a set of 00^ lines, all mapped on the same conic. If a line 1 is mapped on a specific conic l' obvious- with vertex T, passing through H. All oo generators on this cone are mapped on l' (3.1). The intersection of H and IT is l' itself, as we could expect. That the quadratic h = 0 has real generators is obvious: the line y^ = = y 2 = 0 for instance is on it, the set of lines corresponding to l' consists of two reguli on H.
The quadratic form h (3.4) has the discriminant a 2 = = (AD -BC) 2 ; it is non-singular if (3.2) holds and it is easy to verify that of its four eigenvalues two are positive and two negative, which shows that h = 0 is indeed of the hyperboloid type. . If k is an algebraic ourve in P^" of order n and genus g, it has, in general n intersections with y^ = 0 and with -Hence the theorem: k is mapped on a curve k' in JT of order 2n and genus g, with n -fold points at T.| and Tg.
For n = 2 we have in particular: a conic c in P^ is in general' mapped on a rational quartic curve c' in n , with double points at T^ and Tg. It is easy to show that one projecting plane of the set (2.1) has a line s in common with the plane of c. If s intersects c at S^ and Sg, these points have the same projection on n , which is therefore the third double point of 0' j it is a node ijf S^, Sg are real and different, a cusp if s is tangent to c, and is isolated if S^, S 2 are conjugate imaginary.
